Preface

This collection of essays has its origins in the ‘Oslo Symposium on Democracy, Research Engagement and Sustainable Development’, which was held at the Voksenåsen Conference Centre in 2009. The meeting was convened to honour William M. Lafferty, on the occasion of his retirement as Director of the Programme for Research and Documentation for a Sustainable Society (ProSus), a 15-year strategic research initiative supported by the Research Council of Norway. The Symposium generated a lively intellectual exchange around a set of critical issues facing modern societies, and it provided an opportunity for colleagues and collaborators to mark the significance of Lafferty’s contributions to research, particularly in the area of the environment and sustainable development.

Lafferty’s distinguished academic career spans more than four decades. He held a series of positions, including: Director of Research at the Institute for Social Research, Oslo; Director of Doctoral Studies for the Research Council of Norway at the Faculty of the Social Sciences, University of Oslo; Professor of Political Science at the University of Oslo; and Professor of Strategic Research for Sustainable Development in Europe, Centre for Clean Technology and Environmental Policy (CSTM), University of Twente, in the Netherlands.

Over the years Lafferty has made important contributions to research, education and international collaboration. His research activity can be divided into two basic phases. During the earlier period his work focused on the labour movement, social democracy and the Nordic welfare state (see for example: Lafferty 1971; Lafferty 1975; Lafferty 1981; Lafferty and Hagtvet 1984; Lafferty and Knutsen 1984). During the later period his chief interest shifted to the environment and sustainable development. But a number of threads tie these phases together, including an abiding concern with issues of democracy, equity and citizen influence over centres of economic and political power.

Over the past two decades Lafferty has generated an impressive body of published work relating to the challenge of sustainable development. This includes conceptual analysis of sustainable development (Lafferty 1996; Lafferty and Langhelle 1999), research on national implementation of sustainable development in advanced industrialized countries (Lafferty
and Meadowcroft 2000), on local engagement with sustainable development (Lafferty and Eckerberg 1998; Lafferty 2001), on the governance challenges associated with sustainable development (Lafferty 2004), and on renewable energy (Lafferty and Ruud 2008). He was one of the first scholars to insist on the importance of examining exactly what national and local governments were actually doing in the name of sustainable development after the idea had been officially endorsed as an international norm at the Rio Earth Summit in 1992 (Lafferty 1996). His work points to the particularities of the governance challenge associated with sustainable development, while also making connections to longer-running issues about democratic self-government (Lafferty and Meadowcroft 1996; Lafferty 2000). His work on ‘environmental policy integration’ argues that sometimes environmental concerns must trump those of development interests (Lafferty and Hovden 2004). And his invocation of the famous maxim that ‘form follows function’ in relation to governance for sustainable development is intended to emphasize that significant changes to established governance structures and practices are required if a shift in the current inequitable and environmentally destructive development trajectory is ever to materialize (Lafferty 2004).

With respect to education and training Lafferty devoted substantial effort to raising a young generation of graduate students and to mentoring academics at the early phases of their careers. In the earlier period this work was primarily centred around doctoral training at the Institute for Social Research and University of Oslo, but after he became Director of ProSus this also included a more practically focused orientation.

Lafferty’s international contributions include extensive service to international political science associations. He was a founding member of the International Society for Political Psychology (ISPP), and joint Programme Chair of the 10th Anniversary World Congress in San Francisco in 1984. He served four consecutive terms as Norway’s representative to the Governing Council of the International Political Science Association (IPSA); was a member of the IPSA Executive Committee between 1995 and 2000; and served as Programme Chair of the 18th World Congress of Political Science in Quebec in 2000. But Lafferty’s international contribution was above all realized through his commitment to collaborative comparative research – working with colleagues, especially from European nations, on a series of innovative projects.

On a personal note, the editors would like to acknowledge the support and encouragement which William Lafferty provided to their own work over the years. Meadowcroft and Lafferty met in 1993 as they were scouring the publishers’ tables at the Annual General Meeting of the American Political Science Association, searching for new titles on the environment
and sustainability. Although that search proved rather fruitless (revealing just a handful of new titles from the 30-odd assembled publishers – which just shows how times have changed), the chance encounter paved the way for a series of subsequent collaborations. Langhelle first encountered Lafferty as a student at the University of Oslo in courses on democracy in 1989. He then had Lafferty as his supervisor both for his master’s and PhD theses. Langhelle got his first real job as a research assistant for Lafferty in 1993 and they worked closely together for six years. Ruud first met Lafferty while he was completing his PhD dissertation at the University of Oslo, and from 2000 he worked as senior researcher with ProSus. Ruud has since taken over the leadership of the reconstituted ProSus research unit within SINTEF Energy Research AS in Trondheim and Oslo.

In fact, all the authors included in this volume have worked directly with Lafferty at some point, and view their contributions as a way of Honouring his continuing legacy to the environment and sustainable development research enterprise.

In this context, we would like particularly to highlight three important characteristics of William Lafferty’s work. First, his deep commitment to intellectual rigour, and to a tradition of political science that acknowledges debts to the classic works of the discipline, and which remains open to insights provided by different methodological approaches and theoretical traditions. Second, he has always advocated an engaged social science, a perspective that is neither obsessed with abstract theory-building nor mired in empiricism, that is not afraid to engage with the big questions confronting modern societies, and believes that intellectuals have a duty of service to the communities in which they live. And, finally, we would like to acknowledge Lafferty’s great generosity of spirit and his willingness to offer continuous support and encouragement to his students and collaborators.
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